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large-scale exhibition to date .

tary film and music videos. Since her first exhibition in 1989, Moffatt has shown her photographically based art in numerous exhibitions in Australia and abroad. This is her first

competition at the 1990 Cannes Film Festival. Her first feature film, Bedevil, was shown
in Un Certain Regard at the Cannes Film Festival in 1993. She has also made documen-

Born on November 12, 1960, in Brisbane, Australia , Tracey Moffatt studied visual communications at the Queensland College of Art, from which she graduated in 1982. She
then moved to Sydney, where she continues to live and work. Moffatt first gained critical
acclaim for her short film Night Cries: A Rural Tragedy, which was selected for official
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videotape
28 minutes

4. Heaven, 1997

25 offset photographs
28 '/s x 39 'I• inches each

3. Up in the Sky, 1997

2. GUAPA (Good Looking), 1995
IO black-and-white photographs on
chromogenic paper
30 x 39 'Is inches each

35 mm. film shown on video laser disk
17 minutes
Courtesy Women Make Movies, Inc .

1. Night Cries: A Rural Tragedy, 1989
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Paolo Pasolini

quently suppressed in favor of a tempered mo
sion with something ultimately more calligrap
moments or incidents from within the sport's
drawn on in such a way that a quasilinear narr

courses in visual communications at the Queen sland College of Art allowed her to consolidate this early fascination with mainstream mass culture as well as giving her extensive
exposure to an enormous range of works from the history of twentieth-century film,
video, and photography.

multiple allusions to film as well as to photogr
epic the episodic structure of cinema with an
the technique of preflashing and offset printin

interests with sophisticated inclusiveness . Focusing on the paradigmatic relationship that
reciprocally binds a mother and daughter, in Night Cries she explores in extremely succinct yet affecting terms their interdependence, and through that issues of loss, separation,
need , and rejection . This brief story is framed and intercut with footage of Jimmy Little , a
renowned Aboriginal entertainer, who lip-syncs the song that won him national acclaim in

Up in the Sky (1997), her latest photographic
milieu though its references are more wide-ran

and the short film Night Cries: A Rural Tragedy ( 1989) marry these diverse formative

finally remains as elusive as her point of view,

dancers from the 1940s. Detail , anecdotal im

was as shaped by pop culture and television as by her native heritage. Subsequently,

Her earliest mature works, notably, the nine-part photo tableau Something More ( 1989)

effect of studied choreography, an effect also f

frozen silent ambience. Printing the final imag

reconstruction dispenses with any background

Moffatt from a young age, when she avidly w

of subject, for this ersatz sport with its faked v

residency in San Antonio, Texas , in 1995. Aga

GUAPA (Good Looking), 1995, based on the t

cellaneous sources into strangely haunting but

subsequent works, too, Moffatt inverts , pastich

or feminist: it speaks to generic familial ties i

exclusively local or indigenous than Moffatt's

sanctioned within the fine art canon. Ultimatel

highly successful and popular Aboriginal paint

scape painting from Arthur Boyd and Russe ll

compositional modes with the forms and palet

ventions is her trademark synthetic approach, t

cular to naturali stic documentary filmmaking.

which traditionally addressed Aboriginal issue

Night Cries has also been read as a pointed cri

families (echoed in Moffatt's own personal his

Aboriginal children from the care of their natu

phase in Australian race relations, to the time

Aboriginal and white societies, the mother-dau

the 1950s. If Little represents a notable and ea

Growing up in Mt. Gravatt, a working class suburb of Brisbane , Moffatt's adolescence

nor autobiographical.

images and stories generated by the mass media , ultimately they are neither subjective

childhood experience or in cherished memories, memories as often as not derived from

within a larger historical compass. Thus, although most of her key works are rooted in

constructs, usually via a form of nonlinear narrative , typically fuse personal memories

producing reality , with taking pictures, but with making pictures. The worlds that Moffatt

For whether working in film, video, or photography, she is never engaged primarily with

Stylization and artifice are the hallmarks of Tracey Moffatt's art, irrespective of medium.

-Pier

of intensity to which I bring the contamination and mixture of styles.

I am not recognized as an inventor of stylistic formulae, but for the degree

reality, I'm concerned with creating it myself.
Moffatt

MOFFATT

I am not concerned with verisimiltude .... l am not concerned with capturing

Free-falling

TRACEY

